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Abstract

Biomass fractionation is performed with a modified Clextral twin-screw extruder used as a thermo-mechano-chemical reactor.
This new process is firstly analyzed. Visual observations, residence time distributions, and global mass balances are used to obtain
information about the process phenomena and their coupling. Residence time distributions (RTD) classical models are adopted
to represent the experimental plots. The influence of continuous and discrete process parameters upon the RTD of the solid and
liquid phases is analyzed.
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1. Introduction

An important application domain of twin-screw ex-
truders (TSE) is found in the agro-industry for starch
conversion and protein texturization [1,2]. These con-
tactors allow the simultaneous combination of two unit
operations: extrusion and cooking, thus performing
both physical and chemical transformations of biopoly-
mers in a single step. TSE can also be used as an
extractor, to process essential oils [3], lipids [4], or wood
pulping [5,6]. It’s ability to carry out extraction and
chemical reaction in a single continuous reactor makes
TSE very valuable for the valorization of agroresource
wastes [7]. TSE process economic evaluation are then
under investigation [8].

In this work, the application under consideration is
the extraction of hemicelluloses from hardwood pop-
ulus via alkaline solubilization. As a test case, it shall
help us to enhance the knowledge of such solid/liquid
contactor. The twin-screw extruder is used as a thermo-
mechano-chemical reactor for biomass fractionation.
N’Diaye et al. (1996) [8,9] have demonstrated the feasi-

bility of the studied process for various vegetable mat-
ters. Fig. 1 shows the process operating principle. The
machine consists of a seven eight-shaped elements bar-
rel enclosing two corotating intermeshing screws. Solid
(wood) and liquid (alkaline solution) are fed into the
barrel by the first transport screws and are mixed
together in the transport and kneading elements. As the
liquid is absorbed by the wood, reaction occurs. Fur-
ther down, reversed transport screw elements (RSE)
cause severe compression of the vegetable matter and
allow the separation of the two phases. Liquid phase is
then retrieved through a barrel filter located just up-
stream from the RSE.

In order to promote the TSE in the domain of
agroresource valorization, the main goal is to under-
stand its working conditions and the influence of both
continuous operating parameters such as the solid and
liquid feed rates, the screw speed, the temperature,
NaOH percentage in the liquid, and discrete operating
parameters such as the screw profile. Modeling and
optimization of the functioning of such a reacting con-
tactor, will lead to use a mass transport model in
combination of a reactive extraction model. It will then
allow to obtain extraction yields. Such an approach has
been successfully applied to other polyphasic contactors
like extraction columns for instance.

* Corresponding author. Tel.: +33-5-62252375; Fax: +33-5-
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Fig. 1. Global process in a modified CLEXTRAL BC45 TSE.

2. Scope and presentation of the problem

However, the current problem, in a certain way, is
quite different from the one relevant to other applica-
tions of extrusion. If TSE hydrodynamics for food or
polymer begins to be well known [10–12], the two
phase flow constituted by vegetable matter/liquid does
not allow to adopt the mechanical approach used for
other systems for now.

Complexity of the phenomena in this process first lies
in the complexity of the vegetable matter itself and
second in the important coupling between chemical,
mechanical and physical phenomena involved.

Intrinsic physico-chemical properties classically used
in chemical engineering are not easily accessible or are
difficult to define for the vegetable matter. Moreover,
local mass balances are complex and require drastic
simplified hypothesis to be solved. Physical properties
of the vegetable matter, like compressibility, are subject
to thorough changes. Its internal structure is affected
by the progress of the reactive extraction as NaOH
breaks it, and by internal moisture occurrence. Chemi-
cally spreading, the vegetable matter is also uneasy to
define. In fact, only general classes of compounds (cel-
lulose, hemicelluloses, proteins, pectins, lipids. . .) are
used. Each class contains biopolymers that can be very
different in terms of molar weight, polymerization de-
gree as well as transport properties (diffusivity), solubil-
ity, etc.

Besides, thermo-mechano-chemical processes in TSE
exhibit uses and possibilities advantages which become
disadvantages for their modeling. If combination of
thermal, mechanical and chemical effects in a same
continuous reactor allows the development of a lot of

different processes, it also leads to a high phenomena
interdependence. The main difficulty lies in the coupling
between the particle and intraparticle physicochemistry
of the vegetal matter on one hand, and the mechanical
and transport phenomena on the other hand. Their
links are direct via operation like crushing or compres-
sion, as well as indirect via the residence time and
consequently via the reaction or the adsorption process.
Furthermore, an important retroaction of the screw
element geometry on the behavior within the previous
elements prevails. This complex interdependence is il-
lustrated on the Fig. 2.

This complexity lead N’Diaye et al. (1996) [9] to use
the chemometrics approach of experimental design and
response surfaces study in order to optimize at first the
process. The following step, as it has been developed by
many authors for polymer and food [13–15], is to study
the matter transport via the residence time distribution
(RTD) method. This approach will allow to understand
the different behavior of the two phases from a global
point of view and to propose explanations of the behav-
ior of the TSE as a thermo-mecano-chemical reactor.
RTD will then be considered as global responses of the
system, and thus account for all internal phenomena
affecting the local properties such as rheological char-
acteristics (see Fig. 2). RTD analysis is nevertheless
impeded by the incomplete filling of the TSE under
standard operating conditions and by the lack of pre-
cise knowledge of the TSE filling rate.

In this work, the RTD in the TSE are obtained using
a colored tracer technique. The classical reaction engi-
neering approach is adopted to compare the RTD
results with various models. In addition to continuous
process parameters (i.e. screw rotational speed, feed



Fig. 2. Interdependence between phenomena in the TSE.

rates and NaOH concentration), the influence of dis-
crete parameters are also studied (screw geometry). The
following part of this paper presents the matter, the
material, the experimental and the numerical methods
used in this work. The next part is devoted to the
results and their analysis.

3. Matter, material, experimental and numerical
methods

3.1. Feedstock

Debarked chips of populus are ground to an average
size of 15×2×2 mm using an Electra type VS1 indus-
trial grinder. The composition of the wood chips is
determined using American Standard Test and Mea-
surement methods (ASTM D-1103, D-1106, D-1787).
The wood contains 52% of cellulose, 21–24% of lignin,
16–19% of hemicelluloses, some pectins, proteins, aro-
matic compounds and aliphatic acid. The moisture
content of the initial chips is about 4%. Wood chips are
fed in from a bin via a feeding screw and a chute (see
Fig. 1 for reactor design).

The extractive solutions are injected using a volumet-
ric pump at a single point located 180 mm from the
beginning of the screw.

3.2. Twin screw extruder

Experiments are performed using a modified clextral
BC45 TSE (see Fig. 1). It is a fully intermeshing
corotating twin-screw extruder. Seven sections form the
1.4 m long barrel. Four sections are heated by induc-
tion belts and cooled by water circulation. Conical
holes (inlet diameter: 1mm; outlet diameter: 2 mm;
eight holes per cm2) in a plate form the filter element
added at the end of the barrel in order to extract the
liquid from the output slurry. The die consists of a 25
mm long cylindrical hole, 12 mm in diameter. Five
different kinds of elements are used in the axis profile:
T2F (trapezoidal two-flight screw), C2F (two-flight

screw), MAL2 (bi-lobe kneading element) always posi-
tioned with a p/2 shift (i.e. in a neutral position for
transport compared with conveying screw elements),
MAL0 (right-handed mono-lobe kneading element) and
C2FC (reversed two-flight screw element). 100 mm
length elements were principally used but 50 mm length
elements were also available. The usual qualitative ef-
fects of these elements are reported on Table 1 [8–13].
The pitch of the transport screw elements varies from
66 to 25 mm. All experiments are carried out with a
reverse screw element with peripheral slots grooved in
the screw flight for leakage flow.

3.3. Experimental processing

The processing domain is limited by several condi-
tions [8]. Clogging of the reactor has to be avoided, but
more important is the correct functioning of the re-
versed screw elements. It allows in particular the matter

Table 1
Elements effects

Element Mixing Shearing Transport

+ +++Transport screw +
++Kneading (mono-lobe) ++++

++++Kneading (bi-lobe) Neutral+++
+++++RSE –+++

Table 2
Experimental domain

Mini- Maxi-Symbol Central point
mummum

Speed screw N 175 110 250
(rpm)

4.8 3.2 6.7Solid feed (kg QS

h−1)
51.5QL 21.5Liquid feed (kg 36.5

h−1)
5s 3NaOH massic 7

% in liquid



Fig. 3. Experimental RTD at central functioning point for liquid (o) and solid (× ) phase. Model A RTD for liquid (- -) and solid ( · · · ) phase,
model B for solid phase (—).

to form a ‘plug’. This plug is necessary to press the
solid in order to separate the two phases, but unfor-
tunately, it only appears under specific conditions.
Furthermore, the RSE can totally stop the transport
of solid matter and, as a consequence, the TSE too.
Consequently, the authorized range of parameter vari-
ation is restricted around a central functioning point
defined in terms of screw rotational speed N, solid
feed rate QS, liquid feed rate QL and NaOH concen-
tration s. Variation ranges of these parameters are
reported on Table 2. All the experiments are con-
ducted at a fixed barrel temperature of 55°C, that is
the upper limit temperature to avoid hemicelluloses
chemical transformation. For the study of the profile
influence, only the kneading elements and RSE are
replaced in half or totality by 33 mm pitch transport
elements.

For all experiments, the following parameters are
measured:
� the liquid and solid reactor output rates needed to

perform mass balances;
� I, the electrical intensity used by the engine. It is

related to the torque applied on the screws via a
linear relation and characterizes the mechanical en-
ergy transmitted to the matter;

� P, the pressure exerted by the matter on the screw
profile in the longitudinal axis. It is measured on the
decoupler;

� v, the solid weight percentage in the exiting solid

phase. It characterizes the solid/liquid separation
and appears in the mass balance.

All these parameters shall be qualified as responses of
the system.

Steady state conditions are followed by two different
experimental investigations. First, the RTD of each
phases in the TSE are determined using two erythrosin
tracer techniques. Then, the extruder is suddenly
stopped and opened in order to observe the inside
matter location.

The erythrosin tracer was chosen by N’Diaye [8] for
its neutral characteristics with respect to the process
and to the good colorization of most of the vegetable
matter, itself often highly colored. In the case of the
liquid RTD determination, the tracer is directly incor-
porated in the liquid flow at the entrance of the reactor,
thanks to a small derivation very close to the RSE and
automatic valves. In the case of the solid RTD determi-
nation, some colored wood chips are directly put on the
first screw element. The colored matter injection in both
cases is small enough in mass (2 g for the liquid and 5
g for the solid) and time (<2 s), compared to the flow
rates and to the mean residence times, to be considered
as a Dirac pulse. Because of the reactor configuration,
no experimental verification can be carry out, nor inter-
mediary samples can be taken along the reactor. 5 ml
samples of liquid every 3 s and 5 g samples of solid
every 10 s are taken at the liquid and solid outlets of
the apparatus. All samples are stored in a 4°C room
until being analyzed.



Table 3
Experimental and RTD identification results

Continuous parameters DTS identification results System responses

I (A) vN (rpm) QL (kg h−1) QS (kg h−1) s (%) tL (s) PeL tS1 (s) tS2 (s) P (Bar)PeS

25 47175 36.5 4.12 5 45.19 57.98 39.34 224 211.5
4320250 36.5 144.12 1.885 27.39 41.1 22.32 191.6

1.56 19 45213 51.5 4.12 5 29.6 35.96 23.08 1328.2
32 49138 21.5 4.12 5 74.79 42.92 46.86 267.8 1.92 251

4727138 51.5 254.12 0.6165 41.06 36.23 54.18 294.1
1.5 36 52100 36.5 354.12 5 85.45 32.41 75.37 300.7

24 46213 21.5 4.12 5 46.06 37.85 16.35 249 2.7 17
4627175 36.5 204.8 35 45.69 37.9 31.02 174.06

2.33 28 46175 36.5 4.8 167 48.41 89.1 27.61 182.43
264736175 36.5 4.8 3.953 54.91 48.8 27.8 189.12

33 41175 36.5 6.67 6 53.13 40.4 37.17 141.91 2.61 16
29 50175 36.5 3.2 4 69.78 49.3 40 220 2 25

1621175 36.5 453.2 3.226 52.79 43.2 30.03 206.25
39 15175 36.5 6.67 4 63.75 29.4 33.68 131.6 4.36 33

3.4. Experimental analysis method

Colored outlets samples are analyzed by colorimetry.
Liquid phase absorption is measured but not directly
on the sample because hemicelluloses present in the
solution absorb at the same wave length (538 nm).
Samples pH is decreased to 4 when 2 volumes of
alcohol are added in order to precipitate the hemicellu-
loses. Then, solutions are filtered and the absorption is
measured.

Each solid phase sample is ground to homogenize the
color and to eliminate large size particles which disturb
measurements. The absorption is then directly mea-
sured on the ground samples.

3.5. RTD models identification

The RTD data are examined through typical distri-
bution versus time plots. RTD is defined as:

Ei=
Ci

%
n

i=1

CiDt
(1)

where Ci is the tracer concentration in each sample and
Dt is the sampling period.

Typical curves are shown on Fig. 3 for the solid and
liquid RTD, respectively. All the solid RTD have the
same shape: a time delay of 40–50 s and then an
increase to reach a maximum within 20–30 s, followed
by a slow decrease until zero in 500–600 s. Liquid RTD
are more symmetrical around a 40–50 s maximum.
Many authors proposed models to represent transport
in TSE by a combination of tubular reactors and a
cascade of continuous stirred tank reactors (for the
extrusion of rice starch [14], or for wheat starch
[15,16]). In this work, two different models were used:

model A, an axial dispersive tubular reactor model (a
two parameter model: the mean residence time t and
the Peclet number Pe) and model B, where an axial
dispersive tubular reactor is associated in series with a
tubular reactor (a three parameter model: the mean
residence time in the tubular reactor t1, the mean
residence time in the dispersive tubular reactor t2, and
the Peclet number Pe). For both dispersive tubular
reactors, closed/closed boundary conditions are used.
In the axial dispersive tubular reactor, Pe and t are
defined by the following equation obtained from a mass
balance on the tracer:

−
L2

Pe
·
(2C(z,t)
(z2 +L ·

(C(z,t)
(z

+t ·
(C(z,t)
(t

=0 (2)

where C(z,t) is the tracer concentration, (Oz) the longi-
tudinal axis, t the time and L the reactor length.
Because of the different positions of the two phases
outlets, the considered length of the reactor is 1.2m for
the liquid and 1.4m for the solid.

RTD are numerically treated in order to identify
models parameters by using a Gauss–Newton based
minimization method in the Laplace domain. Fast and
Inverse Fast Fourier Transformation are used to trans-
late RTD in the real time or in the Laplace’s space. It
has been verified that same results were obtained with
minimization in the real time domain.

Both models were tested upon the solid and liquid
RTD. Model A and B give the same fitting for the
liquid phase, so model A will be used for this work (the
parameters will then be noted tL and PeL). As shown
on Fig. 3, model B gives the best fitting of the experi-
mental data for the solid RTD, and it will then be used
in this study (the parameters will be noted tS1, the mean
residence time in the tubular reactor, tS2, the mean
residence time in the dispersive tubular reactor and the



Peclet number PeS). It is to be noticed that these models
fit experimental RTD quite well, with a few parameters,
and, as a consequence, it wasn’t necessary to increase
the complexity of the representation with more detailed
models.

All results related to the RTD chosen model parame-
ters identification are reported on Table 3.

Influence of the continuous parameters on the RTD
responses is expressed according to the interpolation
Doehlert’s method (1970) [17,18] in term of polynomial
functions [19], for the mean residence times, the Pe, I, P
and v.

The experimental data are represented in the next
paragraphs by these interpolation polynomial func-
tions. In the case under consideration, experiments are
so long and difficult to perform that this experimental
method was the only one able to give sufficient data to
choose a functioning point and to examine the influence
of the parameters.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Visual obser6ation

Stopping and opening the reactor under steady-state
conditions allow to observe qualitatively the location of
the solid and the local filling rate of the reactor. Notice
that the reactor opening induces a loss of the liquid
phase and 10–20% of the solid phase. Only a qualita-
tive analysis of the extruder process run is then possi-
ble. Most of the solid is in the RSE, in the half part of
the transport element located just before the RSE and
in the two kneading elements. Overall, the reactor can
be separated into two parts: before the RSE, the two
phases (liquid and impregnated solid) are present,
whereas only impregnated solid can be found from the
RSE to the die. In this second part, the under-pressured
elements (i.e. the RSE and just before the die) are
totally filled with solid matter. That is not the case in
the first part of the reactor. As it has been mentioned

Fig. 5. Influence of QS on internal mass at central functioning point.

previously, the TSE is not totally full of matter under
usual working conditions. Such a visual observation
point out that the variations of the filling rate are
significant in the kneading elements, but the occupied
volume is not accessible because of the compressibility
of the matter.

4.2. Global approach: continuous parameters influence

All RTD shapes being identical, the results are pre-
sented in terms of mean residence times and internal
mass (product of the mean residence time by the feed
rate) in the first part, and in terms of Pe and axial
dispersion coefficients (D) in the second part. The last
paragraph concerns some considerations about links
between the axial pressure, the engine intensity and the
solid weight percentage in the exiting solid phase.

4.2.1. Mean residence times and internal mass

Observed tL vary from 30 to 85 s (see Table 3). The
tS1 varies from 15 to 75 s. The tS2 varies from 120 to
300 s. Total solid residence time (tS1+tS2) is then more
important than the liquid one. This fact can be ex-
plained by the presence of the solid in the two parts of
the reactor, especially in the second part where the
filling rate is the more important, and, as a conse-
quence, the residence time.

Fig. 6. Influence of N on mean residence times at central functioning
point.

Fig. 4. Influence of QS on mean residence times at central functioning
point.



Fig. 7. Influence of s on mean residence times at central functioning
point.

there is no changes in the feed rates, the internal
mass varies according to the residence times.

4.2.1.3. NaOH percentage s influence. As displayed on
Fig. 7, no influence of NaOH percentage s on the
liquid or solid residence times is inferred. NaOH is
used for the reaction and the extraction of hemicellu-
loses, and the reactive fractionation (delignification)
of the matter. The alkaline solution also acts as a
lubricant of solid/solid contacts (vegetable matter/bar-
rel and vegetable matter/screw). Without NaOH, solid
can not pass through the RSE and the reactor is
blocked. This action on the behavior of the matter is
not directly linked with the RTD but with the
difficulty for the solid matter to pass through the
kneading elements and particularly through the RSE,
and, as a consequence, the NaOH percentage has a
great influence on the energetic consumption.

4.2.1.4. Liquid feed rate QL influence. The mean resi-
dence time for the liquid phase tL decreases and in-
ternal liquid mass (and then the filling rate) increases
with the rising of QL, as shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9.
QL does not act on the solid phase behavior, but
determines the NaOH mass in the system and, conse-
quently, its lubrication effects that helps the solid
matter to pass through the kneading elements, so the
energetic consumption of the TSE.

4.2.1.1. Influence of QS. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the
evolution of t and of the internal mass respectively
with the solid feed state QS. An increase in QS value
decreases the total solid mean residence time (tS1+
tS2) (Fig. 4), but also contributes to fill the reactor
with the solid phase (Fig. 5), in the kneading ele-
ments especially (see Section 3.1). The relative effect
of QS is more important on tS2 than on tS1, suggest-
ing that tS1, and therefore the tubular reactor model,
is linked with the first part of the reactor (until the
RSE) whereas tS2, and then the dispersive tubular
reactor model can be principally associated with the
second part. As visual observations showed, the sec-
ond part of the TSE is full of solid matter. As a
consequence, an increase of QS can only act on t and
not on the filling rate in this second part. This is not
the case in the first part of the TSE, where then, the
effect of tS1 is preponderant.

These links between tS1 and the first part and be-
tween tS2 and the second part of the reactor are a
simplified way of considering the problem though. It
will only help to analyze the parameters influences on
the mean residence times.

In addition, no significant influence of QS on the
transport parameters of the liquid phase could be in-
ferred from the experiments.

4.2.1.2. Speed screw N influence. Fig. 6 shows the
effect of N on tL, tS1 and tS2. As it can be expected,
they all decrease with N. In the conveying screw ele-
ments, this effect of N can be explained through the
matter velocity. This velocity can be related to N.p in
a first approximation (where p is the pitch of the
screw) and consequently, as N increases, residence
times of both solid and liquid phases decrease in the
conveying screw elements. In the kneading elements,
it is not possible to explain easily the influence of N
upon the behavior of the matter and upon the resi-
dence times. Therefore, visual observations show that
the quantity of matter and then the filling rate in
these elements decrease with an increase of N. As

Fig. 8. Influence of QL on mean residence times at central functioning
point.

Fig. 9. Influence of QL on internal mass at central functioning point.



Fig. 10. v and P function of I in all observed conditions.

4.2.2. Peclet numbers
Table 3 shows the identified Peclet numbers. As seen

in Fig. 3, there is a large difference between solid and
liquid RTD in terms of Pe. The PeL vary from 15 to
100 under the examined conditions. The dispersive ef-
fect for the liquid phase comes essentially from the
kneading elements in the screw profile.

The PeS vary from 1 to 4. As seen before (see Section
3.1), the axial dispersive tubular reactor model for the
solid RTD can be linked with the second part of the
reactor. As a consequence, the major dispersive effects
that are observed are located in the RSE and concern
solely the solid phase. The reactor can be considered
like an association in series of a tubular reactor and a
continuous stirred vessel as far as the solid phase is
concerned.

Because of the relative low sensibility of the Pe
parameter during model identification, especially on
PeL, even a qualitative analysis of Pe variations can not
be performed.

4.2.3. Intensity, pressure and solid weight percentage in
the exiting solid phase

The experimental intensity I varies from 10 to 60 A,
P, from 15 to 60 bar and v, from 35 to 60%.

In preliminary results, it is to be noticed that I, P and
v are related by means of quite linear relations (Fig.
10). As I characterizes the electrical energy consumed
by the engine, these linear relations suggest that the
mechanical energy transmitted to the matter is mostly

used for the matter compression. This compression
influences also transport phenomena as it increases the
solid/solid (vegetable matter/barrel and vegetable mat-
ter/screw) friction and then influences the local speed of
the matter in the TSE. This hypothesis seems to be
confirmed by the relation between P and v which
characterizes the separation of the two phases, and then
the pressure exerted in the RSE.

The variations of I, P and v can be linked to the
solid internal mass. Fig. 11 represents an I versus solid
internal mass plot. The more the reactor is filled, the
more the torque applied on the screws is important.
This fact can be explained by the vegetable matter/bar-
rel and vegetable matter/screw surfaces increase with
the solid internal mass, and then by the increase of the
friction.

4.3. Contributions of the screw elements to the global
residence times

4.3.1. Objecti6es, assumptions and methods
For solid/liquid extraction, the contact time duration

between the two phases is of great importance. The
objectives of the second part of this work is to present
a first approach in the determination of the contribu-
tions of the screw elements to the global residence
times. All experiments were performed at the central
functioning point for the continuous parameters (Sec-
tion 3.3). The screw profile was modified in order to
characterize the influence of the different screw ele-



Fig. 11. Relationship between I and the solid internal mass in all observed conditions.

ments. The kneading elements and RSE are replaced in
half or totality by 33 mm pitch transport elements. Table
4 shows the experimental conditions and the correspond-
ing results of RTD models identification. These results
are then valid only for the specified continuous parame-
ters values. So they have to be considered in a qualitative
point of view, allowing to give a more physical interpre-
tation of the previous results, and to verify the links of
the RTD models with the different parts of the
TSE.

In this study, two drastic simplifying hypothesis are
set: (i) mean residence time in standard screw element is
proportional to the pitch, (ii) the elements position does
not influence their behavior. It is then possible to
consider the global mean residence time as the sum of
each element contribution and to identify each element
mean residence times by minimizing the discrepancy
between model and experimental mean residence times.

No assumptions are made on the contribution, or not,
of the elements upon one or another model, or part of
a model. Four contributions have to be identified:
� tMAL0, the mean residence time in a MAL0 element;
� tMAL2, the mean residence time in a MAL2 element;
� tRSE, the mean residence time in a RSE element;
� tS33, the mean residence time in a conveying screw

with a 33 mm pitch.
The contribution of the other conveying screw element
is deduced from tS33 by multiplying tS33 by the ratio of
the pitches. The results of the identification are shown
in Table 5, and Fig. 12 represents the identified mean
residence times versus the experimental residence times,
showing the quite good fitting of the identification.

4.3.2. Results
As expected, for solid or liquid phase, tMAL0, tMAL2

and tRSE are much more important than tS33, the mean

Table 4

RTD identification results

DTS identification resultsDiscrete parameters

tS2 (s) PeSMAL2 length (mm) MAL0 length (mm) RSE length (mm) tL (s) PeL tS1 (s)

89.1310.88 1.0750 22.5650 100 17.82
15.21 25.25 56.56 2.9550 50 50 29.4

56.57 2.222.630 21.4650 50 18.22
26.38 48.59 82.1100 50 3.4850 38.51

3.1566.928.5950 9.8570 50 25.4
26 28.67 71.0250 100 50 3.6637.52
27.56 17.33 85.5150 0 100 5.4331.42



Table 5
Elements contributions to the mean residence times

Element tS2 (s)tS1 (s)tL (s)

4.41.5Screw 66 and screw 50 1.7
2.0 1.7Screw 25 5.0
1.5 1.3Screw 33 3.8

12.9 2113.1MAL2
13.6 13.3 5.4MAL0

0 0RSE 58

and tS1 suggest co-current flows for the two phases in
the first part of the reactor before the RSE. Since the
values of the contributions of tMAL0 and tMAL2 to tS2

are not equal to 0, it points out the limit in the idea that
each part of the models can be linked directly to a
physical area in the TSE.

Even though the hypothesis are very simple, the
results obtained with this contributions method confirm
the usual qualitative results (see Table 1) concerning
with conveying, kneading or reversed screw elements
effects. It allows to use general considerations to choose
the screw profile for vegetable matter extrusion and to
have approximated local residence time values. Besides,
it is very encouraging, as shown in Fig. 12, that this
contribution method leads to satisfactory results, con-
cerning the global residence times when changing (of
course not drastically) the profile of the screw.

5. Conclusion

Problems generated by the complexity of the veg-
etable matter and by the important coupling of the
phenomena in a closed reactor are numerous. However,
this work shows that it is possible to ameliorate the
knowledge on this kind of reactor using chemical engi-
neering usual methods.

Through visual observation and chemical engineering
analysis, this work shows that the reactor consists in
two parts: one where the two phases (liquid and solid)
flow co-currently, and one containing impregnated

residence time in the conveying screw. There is no
contribution of the RSE to tL, or to tS1.

RSE elements do not contribute to the liquid mean
residence time tL because solid/liquid separation occurs
at the very beginning of the RSE. Moreover, for the
solid mean residence times, the RSE contribute only to
tS2. As all dispersive effects are accounted by the tubu-
lar reactor with axial dispersion model, this fact confi-
rms the important dispersive effect of this element. The
matter is submitted there to opposite flows (towards the
die through the slots because of the global flow and
pressure, and towards the filter because of the geometry
of the reversed elements).

The contributions of the two kneading elements hide
different phenomena. In these elements, there is an
accumulation of solid in ‘matter plugs’ which implies
the increase of filling rate for the liquid phase upstream
these elements. The model and identification method do
not allow to distinguish these effects.

The quite similar values of the contributions for tL

Fig. 12. Modeling versus experimental residence times for tL (�), tS1 (X) and tS2 (�).



solid only. As far as solvent extraction is concerned, the
first part is the more important because it is where the
extractive reaction occurs. The second part, from the
RSE to the die, is necessary for the solid/liquid separa-
tion and as a consequence for the correct functioning of
the reactor.

RTD study allows to point out the continuous
parameters influence. This influence concerns the mean
residence time and the internal mass of matter (or the
filling rate of the reactor if the matter is considered
incompressible in a first approximation). But, because
of the high difference of the mean residence time value
between the first and the second part of the reactor, an
accurate analysis of the parameters influences upon the
first reactor part residence time is difficult. Local RTD
will have to be performed in order to obtain more
precise information, but in practical, it is not yet possi-
ble. However, even if no predictions can be made
through such an approach, it is possible to estimate the
role played by each of the screw elements and to
distinguish their actions on both liquid and solid
phases. This understanding will be necessary to imagine
a more physical representation, allowing the prediction
of the global behavior of these new type of extractor.

Appendix A. Nomenclature

Ci tracer concentration (g m−3)
axial coefficient of diffusion (m2 s−1)D

Ei discrete residence time distribution
function (s−1)
engine consumed intensity (A)I
reactor length (m)L

N screw rotational speed (rpm)
P axial pressure (bar)

Peclet numberPe
solid feed rate (kg h−1)QS

QL liquid feed rate (kg h−1)

Greek letters
s NaOH massic percentage in liquid

phase
liquid phase mean residence time (s)tL

tMAL0 MAL0 residence time contribution (s)
tMAL2 MAL2 residence time contribution (s)
tRSE RSE residence time contribution (s)

solid phase mean residence time fortS1

tubular reactor part (s)
solid phase mean residence time fortS2

axial dispersive tubular reactor
part (s)

tSp conveying screw with a pitch of p
residence time contribution (s)

Solid weight percentage in the exitingv

solid phase
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